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Can anyone stop the hatters this year?  Danbury already had their way with Xavier earlier this 
year and has looked even stronger in recent weeks.  The Tigers come in as a consensus top 5 
team, having held the top spot earlier in the year and spending a few weeks at #2.  They will 
hope to be a worth challenger to Danbury this Saturday at the New Fairfield duals. 

            Both teams are full of top level talent and will need wins from some of their other guys to 
clinch the dual.  Lets take a look at the match by match breakdown and see what guys will have 
to step up to earn their team a win. 

106- Danbury’s Kevin Jack has been on fire this year, beating all comers in CT and the super 
tough Eastern States Classic in NY.  Hand is solid with Matt Elias but Jack is the clear favorite, 
look for bonus here, Elias needs to stay away from a pin and save team points.  4-0 Danbury 

113- Danbury will again be favored at this weight with Chris Bryant over Hand’s Jonah Lewis.  
Lewis is strong and dangerous but Bryant is solid, look for a win for Danbury here and possibly 
bonus.  7-0 Danbury 

120- Hand will look to get back on track here with the first of their big time studs, Will Crisco.  
Assuming he is not at 113 (where he would be a big favorite) he will see Zach Tepper who did 
well to hold Crisco to a decision at Danbury Holiday.  Crisco will be on a mission in a big dual 
and will look to open up the score on his feet a little more.  Major decision 7-4 Danbury (if 
Crisco goes 113 look for bonus there as well and from Danbury at this weight, making the score 
similar). 

126- Danbury is at their best here with Dylan Bryant.  Hand is not bad either with Max Flanagan 
back from injury.  Flanagan fell to Bryant in the Danbury Holiday finals, while he could reverse 
that result, it will take a monster effort as Bryant has been great all year.  We see another dec. for 
Danbury.  10-4 Danbury. 

132- This is a big bout for the Tigers, one they will need to stay in the match.  Danbury has used 
Frank Callace at this weight while Hand has used Justin Elias and Tucker Macgregor.  Elias has 
been tough this year, taking third at Danbury Holiday and will look to put up a big win here.  
Elias is nasty on top and could rack up bonus, but we will say Danbury fights off their back and 
loses a dec.  10-7. Danbury 

138- Shane Jennings should go here for Danbury against the very game Tucker Macgregor for 
hand.  Macgregor is strong and keeps the match close, which could give him a chance at the end.  
If he wins, big momentum for the tigers but I think Jennings will hang on.   13-7 Danbury 
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145- Anthony Cote has the spot for Danbury while Hand has used Jake Savoca and Ben Onofrio 
between 145/152 lately.  If Savoca goes this could be a pin.  I look for Hand to use Onofrio here 
though as he lost to Danbury’s Juan Garcia in the third place match Danbury Holiday in a battle 
of tough freshmen.  In a tough match I see Cote finding a little more offense than the young 
Onofrio and taking a win.  16-7 Danbury. 

152- Savoca will be pumped up here for Hand.  Garcia has been solid, especially for a freshman, 
but Savoca is too much.  He will be looking for the fall early, and we say he gets in here.  16-13 
Danbury 

160- Danbury should use Ryan Peterson here against the solid Conner Carroll from Hand.  
Peterson is very good fundamentally and should be able to handle Carroll, but only in a decision, 
leaving Danbury wanting more.  19-13 Danbury 

170- Another huge match between two evenly matched guys.  Danbury has been using Tommy 
Gabordi and Wesley Spears here while Hand will send out Kevin Wivell.  Wivell lost a tough 
match to at Danbury Holiday, but has been solid since.  We see him reversing this result in a 
very tight match.  19-16 Danbury 

182- Trouble starts for Hand here.  Will Jack is a big time weapon for Danbury while hand has 
underwhelmed here so far.  Hand will try to stay off their back, but as with many mismatches in 
the upperweights, won’t be able to.  6 for Jack.  25-16 Danbury 

195- Hand has used Victor Buchetto and Ned Bercky at this weight.  It won’t matter as Danbury 
has the favorite with Tyler Hancock.  He is a tough guy to score on and has some tricky rolls for 
a big fella.  Hand NEEDS to stay off their back here.  We will give them the benefit of the doubt 
and say they do and drop a decision to Hancock.  28-16 Danbury 

220- Hand has been giving up 6 at this weight.  If Ryan Daniel can get back that will help but 
Eddie Garcia for the Hatters is technical for a big man which should spell trouble for Daniels (if 
he goes at all, haven’t seen him in recent results).  6 for the Hatters unfortunately via forfeit or 
195 bumping up.  31-16 Danbury, clinched 

HWT- Demcichle is the man for Hand here while Jevon Pegues goes for Danbury.  These two 
went the full 6 minutes in the Holiday finals, a match Demichele was disappointed he didn’t end 
early.  With pride on the line, the Hand big man gets a pin.  32-22 Danbury. 

As you can see the Tigers will need help at some weights to make this closer or have a chance to 
win.  If Macgregor can come up big at 138 or Onofrio at 145 that makes the final score 
something like 29-25, well within range if Hand can save bonus down low or get more bonus 
from Crisco or Elias.  Hand would do well to stay off their back in the upper weights where 
Danbury can really rack up points.  It might be frustrating, but a defensive strategy would serve 
the Tigers at 182-220.  Decisions there instead of pins would really tighten in up too, but that is a 
tall order against the Hatters.  A lot can happen here, including a Hatter blowout if they get 
momentum, but Hand has the talent to pull off the upset.  In the end we see Danbury winning by 
around 10 (33-22 ish) and remaining number 1. 


